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Nie prawdziwyMicrosoft wants to make Surface Pro 4 a success but it also needs to protect its other
business lines Microsoft has officially unveiled its next Surface Pro, the Surface Pro 4, at its Surface event
at the Computex trade show in Taipei. The Surface Pro 4 sports a 12.3-inch display, has a smaller bezel
(9.4mm) and is thinner than its predecessor (10.7mm). If you buy a new Surface Pro 4 right now, you’ll

also get Windows 10 for free, but that doesn’t mean the Surface Pro 4 will be the first Windows 10
computer, anymore than the Surface 2 was the first. Microsoft expects to have at least four generations of

Surface tablets: Surface Pro, Surface Mini, Surface 3 and potentially Surface Neo. Microsoft saw a good
amount of success with the Surface Pro 3 (which was way better than expected), but one of the things it
failed to do was to innovate enough to move a solid chunk of its PC business. For example, Microsoft had

been selling its Surface 2 as the “Windows PC for education,” but the Surface Pro 3 got Microsoft an
award for “most improved device.” Windows 8 and the UAP program brought to market Windows Phone,
while the Surface Laptop also offered a strong upgrade. Those successes, along with the RT Surface line,
made the Surface Pro 3 a strong business tool for Microsoft. But a crowded, 2-in-1 segment does not fit
perfectly with the Surface business, and Windows 10 has become significantly more versatile in recent
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releases. To better serve the PC business, Microsoft is looking to make the Surface Pro 4 more like an
ultrabook or even a Chromebook. The Surface Pro 4 is the third Surface device with a 12.3-inch display,

but the first that has a headphone jack. While the Surface Pro 3 was a strong 2-in-1 with just-enough
keyboard and screen, the Surface Pro 4 is going to be a thin detachable/tablet device (lighter, thinner and

generally more versatile) and a detachable laptop (with a keyboard). It’s going to be a unified PC – one
that’s all Surface. Microsoft wants it to work like a laptop, where you detach it and use a keyboard. It’s

going to have a kickstand, like other laptops. It’s going to be thinner, lighter and has
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Payne 3. of Max Payne 2. In the game's final sequence, however, Max Payne 3 ends with Max. This is
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